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Although interest in computational dialectology is growing, studies are often relying on data
collected through classic dialectological approaches, i.e. surveys and interviews, while
approaches working with unstructured data frequently use pre-selected feature sets to
analyse data (Grieve, 2015). Within Natural Language Processing unstructured data is used,
but even if approaches work on classifying dialect data, the features underlying these
predictions are not known given the nature of machine learning methods (see Aepli et al.,
2023).

Xie et al. (2024) were the first to propose two approaches that make use of NLP methods to
interpret which features are used for dialect classification. One of these is a post-hoc method
in which they use a leave-one-out (LOO) approach to understand which features are most
impactful for classification. The impact score is calculated by using the change in probability
for classification if a token is left out of the input sentence. We employ the same approach
and apply it to a corpus of Greek dialect data.

The corpus we use is the GRDD (Chatzikyriakidis et al., 2023), consisting of raw text data
from four dialects of Modern Greek: Cretan, Pontic, Northern Greek and Cypriot Greek.
Employing both xlm-roberta-base and bert-base-greek-uncased models and
fine-tuning them on the dialect data, the dialect classifiers outperform the chance baseline by
a large margin with accuracies of 91.39% and 91%. We find that the LOO approach extracts
features that match the predicted dialect classes and that extracted features are indeed
dialectal. For example Cretan χέρα (Engl. hand), which has a different grammatical gender
(feminine) in comparison to its Modern Greek equivalent (neuter), a characteristic
phenomenon of the Cretan dialect, and Pontic επέμναν (Engl. (they) remained), which shows
a typical morphological phenomenon of the Pontic verbal system, where the -να suffix is
used to indicate present perfect active.
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